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OBC NEWSLETTER 

The Presidential Pint 
By Lee Hedgemon 

We are moving into the home stretch of 2015, but we’re not 
slowing down. We have a number of events and volunteer 
opportunities in October for members. October is Pumpkin Spice 
and Pumpkin Beer season, as well as time for the Fall Classic.  Our 
annual competition will be hosted by 13 Virtues on October 24th. 
There’s still time to register your beers and sign up to steward or 
judge. If you aren’t available on the 24th organizers will need help 
with picking up and sorting entries, gathering prizes and many 
other things. Please contact Jamie Koty or sign up on the Fall 
Classic website. Volunteering is a great opportunity to see the 
behind the scenes workings of a large competition. Our highly 
anticipated October Hair of the Dog meeting will be on Monday, 
October 12th, from 7:00pm – 9:30pm. and will take the place of 
our regular Thursday meeting. During the Hair of the Dog meeting 

is also the fudge competition, so put your best fudge forward and impress. Our gracious host 
Alan Sprints will be speaking and giving a tour of the brewery. I look forward to seeing as 
many of you as can make it. Lastly, for members who have always dreamed of taking that leap 
into leadership, our November elections are just around the corner. Members should feel 
free to ask current board members about their experience, the work load, the benefits and 
the struggles. I know we often make it look easy but that is because we have a great support 
system in each other and help from members. If you are interested in a particular board 
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The Past Presidential Pint 

Tribute to Fred Eckhardt 

By Bill Schneller 

Did anyone ever meet Fred Eckhardt and not walk away 
inspired?  My guess is no.  Fred had a contagious 
enthusiasm for life and it came across in everything he did.  
He was a multifaceted person with wide interests, including 
beer, Buddhism, and swimming.  Fred’s often called the 
Dean of American Beer Writing, but I like to describe him 
as someone who was writing about American beer when 
no one else cared.  But Fred cared deeply, and he was 
critical of what American beer had become.  He was 
unafraid to criticize the bulk of US beer as bland, boring, 
and tasteless.  He remembered when American beer had 
flavor and he saw no reason we couldn’t have that beer 
again, as well as a vibrant beer culture.  And he saw no 
reason to be shy in calling for a return to real beer.  Real 
beer brought people together, built community, and made 
us feel alive.  Beer mattered.  

I had seen Fred at various beer festivals and events around 
town, but I spoke to him for the first time at an Oregon 
Brew Crew meeting shortly after I joined.  My brewing 
partner, Chris Johnson, and I had a Belgian tripel we 
wanted feedback on.  We poured it for a few people and one person said we really should get Fred’s 
opinion.  Despite his affability, we were apprehensive of approaching him.  After all, this was world famous 
Fred Eckhardt, rock star of the beer world and not just some random OBCer.  But we made our way over 
and nervously asked him to taste it.  He tried it and immediately started to tell us how nice it was before 
side tracking himself onto another story and then another before finally getting back to the beer at hand.  
That was how Fred was.  In retrospect, I realize there were some issues with the beer, but Fred didn’t 
concentrate on those, even though I’m sure he knew they were there.  He found what was good and told 
us that.  It was as if he knew we needed the encouragement instead of a clinical review.  At one point while 
we were talking, Fred looked at me and said “Are you going to pour me more of that or are you going to 
stand around with a half empty bottle of beer?”  Maybe the beer was better than I remember it. 

Anyone who met Fred likely had a similar experience.  He was the voice that guided many of us into trying 
new things and pushing our boundaries.  If you spoke to any of the first generation of Portland craft 
brewers, it was clear that Fred gave them the same encouragement.  Everyone who met Fred knew they 
could take their beer or brewery to the next level.  We knew because Fred told us we could, and he told us 
so plainly and simply, so that you didn’t doubt it.  If Fred believed in you, how couldn’t you believe in 
yourself? 

Continued on next page… 
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Continued… 

My own small corner of the beer world these days mostly revolves around teaching and, again, I 
owe that to Fred.  When I started teaching the BJCP class for the OBC, I asked Fred to teach a 
section on how to taste beer.  He came to the class at Rose and Raindrop, got us to order two 
pitchers of stout, and went through the elements of tasting in a way that only Fred could 
(including listening to your beer). After he was done, we turned to the styles we were covering 
that night: amber and dark lagers.  Since there was beer to be drunk, Fred stuck around.  It was 
unnerving trying to teach a class with someone like Fred there, but he was supportive 
throughout.  When we were done and cleaning up, he told me “You have a good class here.  You 
should do this more because you’re good at it.”  Once again, I had the encouragement I needed 
to get more involved in teaching. 

Did Fred realize how many people he touched and influenced?  My guess is probably not.  I’m 
sure he recognized his contribution to craft beer at some level, but I wonder if he realized the 
enormity of what he had done by giving advice and encouragement to thousands of people.  His 
books on brewing and styles were certainly influential, as were his columns in the Oregonian, All 
About Beer, and the other publications he wrote for.  But nothing in his writing could ever 
completely convey the enthusiasm he had in person.  It wasn’t just his manner of telling stories or 
his clever phrases.  There was a vitality to Fred that could only be experienced in person.  When 
you were talking to him, you absorbed it and you wanted to pass it along to someone else.  
That’s when you realized his real contribution wasn’t just his knowledge of beer, but his innate 
kindness and goodness.  I will miss Fred terribly, but when I look around the beer community 
and see its vibrancy and its interconnections, I realize that he’s still with us because his 
enthusiasm and encouragement helped us to build what we have.
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 14th Annual Fall Classic is upon us! 
Brought to you by Jamie Koty and her fabulous Fall Classic Committee! 

Entry Categories: All BJCP recognized categories (23 beer, 
3 mead, 2 cider) are eligible for entry into this competition.  

Recognized categories will be judged to the 2008 BJCP 
Style Guidelines. 

Special Categories:  

Fresh Hop category, Sponsored by Deschutes: These 
entries must be made entirely from fresh/wet hops 
harvested from the current hop crop. Hops can be 
commercially obtained or homegrown. Please specify the 
hop varieties used and the base style of the beer for the 
judges to consider. Judging will be based on the fresh hop 
character present and how well they are integrated with 
the declared base style. 

BEST New Homebrewer category,Sponsored by Brew 
Brothers: These entries must be a homebrewers first EVER 
entry into ANY homebrew competition. Please write "THIS 
IS MY FIRST COMPETITION" on the top of your bottle ID 
tags. Winner will be best overall SCORING entry from a 
new homebrewer. 

WE STILL NEED JUDGES AND STEWARDS! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED! Sign up HERE to 
register as a Judge or Steward and to enter your beers!  

To be held at 13 Virtues Brewing Company 

Any comments or questions may be directed to competition@oregonbrewcrew.org 

GET YOUR BEER BOTTLED AND REGISTERED! ARE YOU READY TO WIN?

October 24, 2015
Entries Due October 15, 5pm

EVENT LOCATION: 
13 Virtues Brewing Company

6410 SE Milwaukie Ave
Portland, OR 

All BJCP beer, cider and 
mead styles accepted

Special Categories for Fresh Hop beers and Best New Homebrewer Award
Drop-off locations on the website

OREGONBREWCREW.ORG/FALLCLASSIC

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS 

13 Virtues Brewing Co.  •  FH Steinbart
http://kaywa.me/jsn7m

http://fallclassic2015.oregonbrewcrew.org/
http://13virtuesbrewing.com/
mailto:competition@oregonbrewcrew.org
http://fallclassic2015.oregonbrewcrew.org/
http://13virtuesbrewing.com/
mailto:competition@oregonbrewcrew.org
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It’s October and that means… 

The Annual Hair of the Dog Brew Crew Meeting hosted by Alan Sprints! 

Only current members are invited to this meeting, no guests or visitors will be 
permitted. Please tip your bartender as the beer is complimentary. Burgermeister 
requests below…
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Kristen's Reign Of Bacon 

This month's meeting is at Hair Of The Dog and it is also on Monday the 12th instead of Thursday, so mark your calendars!! 

Not only is this another potluck occasion, it is the scene of the very delicious but dangerous 9th annual Merlemorial 
Habanero Fudge Competition. There will be prizes for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners (prizes TBD by the Queen--bacon 
may be involved!) 

Please email me at kristen.lunden@oregonbrewcrew.org and let me know what you plan to bring. 

I would like to thank everyone who brought food to the September meeting and also thanks to everyone who brought chili 
for the competition. 

Not everyone signed the all-important LOGBOOK.  

If you do not sign the LOGBOOK, I cannot thank you properly! 

Carling Kirk--Chili!! 

Tyler Brotherton--Chili!! 

Rodney Kibzey--Chili!! 

Chuck Macaluso--Chili!! 

Mark Meadows--Cornbread and Beer!! 

Lisa and Eric Hinson--Grapes!! 

Jodi Campbell--Cornbread!! 

Grace Schrick--Chili and Cornbread!! 

Jason Barker--Chili!! 

Brian Haslip--Java Lava Chili!! 

Tyler Roberts--Chili!! 

Results of the OBC Chili Competition: 

1st place--Rodney Kibzey 

2nd place--Tyler Brotherton 

3rd place--Grace Schrick 

Finally, I regret to inform you that I will not be running for Burgermeister in 2016. This 
means that I am looking for someone to step up to the bacon plate and run for this 
coveted position! 

There are many benefits, plus there is a secret Burgermeister's Handbook and the 
combined experience of previous Meisters who can always be counted on for advice. 
Let me know if you are interested!! 

See you all in October! 

Kristen, Queen of Bacon
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5 Tips for New Brewers 
1. Follow the recipe.  Accept the fact that early on in your new hobby your 
goal is to learn to make beer, NOT make the world's best beer.  Whether 
you're brewing from a kit, or an extract recipe, or an all grain recipe just 
follow the recipe!  Don't get cute with exotic ingredients or elaborate 
decoction schedules.  Just follow the recipe and enjoy learning the initial 
process. 

2. Don't stress over every little detail in the recipe.  I know, I told you to 
follow the recipe but some things don't require exact precision, some things 
have some wiggle room.  My first couple of beer and wine making 
experiences were extremely stressful because I obsessed over every little 
detail, like weighing my grains to a 1/10th of an ounce.  In fact, things like the timing of your hop additions, weight of 
your grains/hops, boiling and mashing times have some pretty forgiving tolerances.  Within 5 minutes either way isn't 
going to change your beer by any measurable effect. 

3. Don't get overwhelmed by the amount of information out there.  Just pick a brewing kit, or a how-to-brew book and 
go at it!  I promise that if you start Googling every single factor you will be overloaded with information and probably 
get so frazzled that you'll never start.  Now that I have several years of experience I'm also amazed at how much 
disinformation there is out there.  Most information sources on the internet have good intentions, but I would tread 
VERY lightly before believing everything you read.  You will learn FAR more and start making great beer MUCH faster 
by just jumping in and making your own beer. 

4. Take copious notes!  This is probably the most valuable thing you can do if you ever want to make great beer.  Write 
down your mash temps, boil times, hop additions, etc especially if you varied from the recipe you're using.  You think 
you will remember these small details later but trust me, after several weeks or months when you want to make the 
same beer again you will not remember that you did a 70 minute boil and had to substitute Chinook hops for CTZ 
because your local store was out that day. 

5. Clean everything as soon as you are done with it.  If you're new to this hobby I've got a little secret that we 
experienced folk usually keep to ourselves until you're good and hooked.  To make great beer, you better learn to love 
cleaning things.  I'm serious!  You will be cleaning EVERYTHING over and over and over again.  To make this seemingly 
overwhelming task easier, just get in the habit of rinsing stuff off as soon as you're done with it.  It's a lot easier to just 
rinse off a mash paddle right when you're done instead of waiting 20 minutes when the sticky wort and grains are now 
stuck on, requiring soaking and scrubbing.  I keep a couple of buckets of cleaning 
solution and warm rinse water around on brew day just to throw small equipment into 
immediately when I'm done.  Also, use your waiting time during the mash and the boil 
to get things cleaned up.  This will make the end of day clean-up tasks so much shorter.  
Don't let things dry and become a sticky, crusty mess!  It will help get your spouse 
more supportive of your new hobby if you're not leaving the kitchen/garage a 
complete disaster when you're done.  (...and believe me, you want your spouse on 
your side). 

Jason Barker, Education Chairman
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Holiday Party 

This year we are trying out a new venue. The Peninsula Oddfellows lodge in N Portland has offered 
us a great deal on their awesome facility. We have reserved it for December 12, 2015 from 6pm to 
Midnight and can load in that morning. 

New member Stephanie Morad has graciously volunteered to organize the entire thing. If you are 
interested in assisting give Dylan VanDetta a call, text or email. Look for more info soon. 

Cheers! 

Dylan 

503-803-6712

Competition Updates with Jamie Koty 

Fall Classic- October 23rd and 24th http://www.oregonbrewcrew.org/fallclassic 

Stewards, Judges (BJCP to Novice invited) and other AMAZING folks - we need you! 
Please contact competition@oregonbrewcrew.org with any questions. Register Here- 

http://fallclassic2015.oregonbrewcrew.org/ 

Other (local-ish) upcoming competitions- 

McKenzie Cider & Craft Beer Festival Homebrew Competition -  

http://www.mccbf.com/home-brew-contest/ 

Joint Novembeerfest and Puget Sound Pro-Am-  

http://www.wahomebrewers.org/novembeerfest/ 

http://www.oregonbrewcrew.org/fallclassic
http://fallclassic2015.oregonbrewcrew.org/
http://www.mccbf.com/home-brew-contest/
http://www.wahomebrewers.org/novembeerfest/
http://www.oregonbrewcrew.org/fallclassic
http://fallclassic2015.oregonbrewcrew.org/
http://www.mccbf.com/home-brew-contest/
http://www.wahomebrewers.org/novembeerfest/
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Educational Bus Trip to OSU 

DID YOU GET YOUR TICKET?? 

Saturday, October 10th we will be taking a bus trip to the Fermentation Sciences Lab at OSU in 
Corvallis.  Nor'Wester Professor of Fermentation Science and President of the American Society of 
Brewing Chemists, Thomas Shellhammer will do sensory training (tasting, smelling, feeling, looking at 
beer) for the first 2 hours or so and then we’ll tour the research pilot brewery and do some more beer 
tasting. 

Afterwards we’ll stop at a brewery or two in Corvallis or Salem.  Plan on being gone the entire day!  
Watch your email for signup details soon because we’re limited to 40 people for this trip. 

Fun! 

Jason Barker, Education Chairman 
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Don't forget the OBC Pilot System! 

The OBC Pilot system is a full pilot brewery available 
for use by the membership. It has almost everything 
you need to brew a 10 gal batch of all-grain beer. 
Supply the ingredients and space to brew and you are 
ready to go! The club even supplies the propane! 

Some of the components available in the system 
include 3 - 15.5 gal keggles, 3 propane tanks, a 2 
burner camp stove, copper immersion chiller, copper 
counterflow wort chiller with a pump, a 10 gallon 
cooler mash tun, hoses and more. 

The system is currently managed by the OBC Treasurer 
and can be reserved on the website by completing the 
form. Look for it under Education. 

Happy brewing! 

Dylan 

dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org

mailto:dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org
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2015 Board of Directors  

President, Lee Hedgmon  

lee.hedgmon@oregonbrewcrew.org  

Vice President, Will Minderhout  

will.minderhout@oregonbrewcrew.org  

Treasurer, Dylan VanDetta  

dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org  

Secretary, Jodi Campbell  

jodi.campbell@oregonbrewcrew.org  

Education Committee Chair, Jason Barker 

 jason.barker@oregonbrewcrew.org  

Competition Committee Chair, Jamie Koty 

jamie.koty@oregonbrewcrew.org  

Communications Committee Chair, Jenn McPoland  

jenn.mcpoland@oregonbrewcrew.org  

Festival Coordinator, Rick Okumura 

rick.okamura@oregonbrewcrew.org  

Burgermeister, Kristen “Bacon” Lunden  

kristen.lunden@oregonbrewcrew.org  

Historian, Jeremie Landers  

historian@oregonbrewcrew.org  

Member of the Year Points: 

Member of the Year Points- 

Aaron Hatfield- 35 

Alex Brehm- 30 

Caitlin Brehm- 15 

Brian Haslip- 151 

Corrie Heath- 31 

Dave Hamilton- 7 

Doug Ballou- 45 

Eric Hinson- 197 

Jim Thompson- 114 

Jon Boerner- 2 

Jessica Prior-25 

Katherine Haslip- 15 

Lisa Hinson- 32 

Charles Macaluso- 19 

Mark Glasby- 15 

Mat Osborne- 98 

Michele Lish- 30 

Shawn Duffy- 9 

Roy Nifoussi- 30 

Sean Sanders- 60 

Tyler Brotherton- 10  

Eric Metcalf- 29 

Todd Young- 15 

OBC Cup: 

Alex Brehm- 65 

Brian Haslip- 6 

Charles Macaluso - 510 

Dave Hamilton - 72 

Eric Hinson - 13 

Jason Barker- 71 

Jim Thompson - 212 

mailto:lee.hedgmon@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:will.minderhout@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:jodi.campbell@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:jason.barker@oregonbrewcrew.org
http://www.apple.com
mailto:jenn.mcpoland@oregonbrewcrew.org
http://rick.okamura@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:kristen.lunden@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:historian@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:lee.hedgmon@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:will.minderhout@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:jodi.campbell@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:jason.barker@oregonbrewcrew.org
http://www.apple.com
mailto:jenn.mcpoland@oregonbrewcrew.org
http://rick.okamura@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:kristen.lunden@oregonbrewcrew.org
mailto:historian@oregonbrewcrew.org

